Abstract A recommender system is a Web technology that proactively suggests items of interest to users based on their objective behavior or explicitly stated preferences. Evaluations of recommender systems (RS) have traditionally focused on the performance of algorithms. However, many researchers have recently started investigating system effectiveness and evaluation criteria from users' perspectives. In this paper, we survey the state of the art of user experience research in RS by examining how researchers have evaluated design methods that augment RS's ability to help users find the information or product that they truly prefer, interact with ease with the system, and form trust with RS through system transparency, control and privacy preserving mechanisms finally, we examine how these system design features influence users' adoption of the technology. We summarize existing work concerning three crucial interaction activities between the user and the system: the initial preference elicitation process, the preference refinement process, and the presentation of the system's recommendation results. Additionally, we will also cover recent evaluation frameworks that measure a recommender system's overall perceptive qualities and how these qualities influence users' behavioral intentions. The key results are summarized in a set of design guidelines that can provide useful suggestions to scholars and practitioners concerning the design and development of effective recommender systems. The survey also lays groundwork for researchers to pursue future topics that have not been covered by existing methods.
While Steps 1 and 3 characterize system user interactions with a RS, Step 2 is concerned with a RS's methods and strategies for effectively presenting results to users. The key issues concern the choice of the labels and layouts for the recommended items, the internal structure of the result set, and the set composition.
The recommendation label identifies the area on the screen where the recommended items are displayed. The most well-known commercial recommender systems use labels such as "Customer who viewed this also viewed", "Customers who bought this also bought", "Recommendation for you" (all by Amazon), "Movies you'll like" (by Netflix), or simply "Suggestion" (by YouTube). In addition to labels, many recent recommenders employ explanation techniques to help users understand the recommender's logic and thus augment the transparency of the system user interaction. For example, Amazon uses "because you purchased" and "because your shopping cart includes" to explain why an item was recommended to a user. In critiquing based recommenders (see detailed review in Sect. 2.2.4), the recommendation labels also explain the value tradeoffs between the user's desired item and the suggested items. Thus the labels chosen for the recommendation set play an important role in providing system transparency (as in simple explanation) and persuading users to select items recommended to them (as in tradeoff explanation).
The layout for the recommendation outcome is concerned with the relative location on the computer screen for displaying the content of the result set. The right-hand longitudinal display places the items on the right hand side of the screen (as in YouTube), and the lower latitudinal display places the recommendation list at the bottom of the screen (as in Amazon). Both layout methods often display the set together with the item that the user is viewing in detail.
The internal structure of the set refers to whether the set will be presented as a linear set of items (list) or whether it is further structured and organized into categories of items (as investigated in Pu and Chen (2006) ). The list view is the standard interface used in most commercial websites, while the latter (sometimes called the grid view) represents an emerging and novel interface in the field. Some commercial websites (e.g., www.asos.com) have started adopting this design. The set composition refers to the choice of the set size (how many items to recommend) and how the different kinds of items are mixed and balanced to make up the final set. Studies indicate that while showing one item is too few, showing more than five items increases users' choice difficulty, but increases their perception of diversity. Composing a set with a mixture of top-ranked and mediocre items reduces users' choice difficulty (Knijnenburg et al. 2012) .
To provide a framework for the derivation of the guidelines, we define a taxonomy of user criteria for the evaluation of RS as follows: (1) the overall qualities of recommended items including its perceived accuracy, novelty, attractiveness, and diversity; (2) the ease of preference elicitation and revision processes; (3) the adequacy of layout and labels of the recommendation area; (4) its ability to assist and improve the quality of decisions users make; and (5) its ability to explain the recommended results (transparency) and inspire user trust to accept the items recommended to them.
The rest of this paper is hence organized as follows. We start by presenting a basic classification of the types of recommender systems in Sect. 2. We then survey the state of the art of user experience research related to three crucial interaction aspects of a recommender: preference elicitation (Sect. 3), preference refinement (Sect. 4), and results presentation strategies (Sect. 5). For each aspect, we present key results from existing user evaluation work to derive a set of design guidelines. In preference elicitation, we are concerned with the initial interaction between the user and the recommender system. We pay particular attention to the tradeoff between accuracy and effort and draw design guidelines that ensure an optimal balance. In preference refinement and results presentation, we focus on the treatment of accuracy and user confidence. We examine various interaction techniques and develop guidelines that can help the system better motivate users to achieve high accuracy and inspire decision confidence. These sections are followed by our discussion of related works that aim at surveying and establishing an overall user evaluation framework to assess a recommender system's perceived qualities (Sect. 6). Section 7 concludes the survey.
Recommender types
Two types of recommender systems have been broadly recognized in the field related to the way systems gather and build user preference profiles: those based on users' explicitly stated preferences, called preference-based recommenders, and those based on users' navigation or purchase behaviors, called behavior-based recommenders (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Herlocker et al. 2004; Resnick and Varian 1997) . The first category of systems, where users actively state their preferences and provide feedback, will receive more attention in our survey, especially for the sections concerning preference elicitation and refinement. In the following, we describe three types of preference-based recommenders: rating-based, feature-based (which includes casebased, utility-based, knowledge-based and critiquing-based), and personality-based systems. In the second category of systems (i.e., the behavior-based recommenders), users' interactions with the system only become noticeable after the recommendation list has been generated and displayed. Therefore, we will consider these systems only from the point of view of how the users interact with the recommendation list. Zukerman and Albrecht (2001) provide a comprehensive overview of such recommender systems; other ways to classify recommender systems are discussed by Burke (2002) , and Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005) .
Rating-based systems
In these systems, users explicitly express their preferences by giving either binary or multi-scale scores to items that they have already experienced. These initial ratings constitute users' profiles, which are used to personalize recommended items. Due to the simplicity of this preference acquisition method, most current recommender systems fall into this category. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005) divided these systems into two primary categories: content-based and collaborative filtering methods. Content-based technologies filter items similar to those the active user has preferred in the past, while collaborative filtering technologies take into account the opinions of like-mined "neighbors". Collaborative filtering methods are especially suitable for the domains where item contents cannot easily be parsed automatically.
Recently, instead of overall preference ratings, ratings on items' detailed attributes have been considered in the implementation of recommender systems with the purpose of obtaining more refined user preference profiles and suggesting more precise recommendations. For example, tripadvisor.com, a travel guide and recommender system, asks users to rate a hotel on multiple criteria: value, service, rooms, sleep quality, location and cleanliness.
Feature-based systems
Rating-based recommender systems apply historical data (i.e., ratings) to estimate user preferences. However, historical data might become obsolete over time. Another major category of recommenders models user profiles and produces personalized recommendations based on their specified needs on item features. This type of recommender system can also be referred to as content-based systems in conventional taxonomy (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005) . However, one distinguishing characteristic of feature-based systems identified in this article is that they allow users to explicitly express their preferences on specific item features.
Feature-based recommenders do not attempt to build long-term generalizations about their users, but rather base their advice on an evaluation of the match between a user's need and the set of options available (Burke 2002) . They are suitable especially for recommending products infrequently purchased in a user's life or those demanding a significant financial commitment, also called as high involvement products in (Spiekermann and Parachiv 2002) , such as notebooks, cars, or digital cameras. In this category, four kinds of systems can be identified in the literature: case-based, utility-based, knowledge-based and critiquing-based. Generally speaking, the latter three systems are variants of case-based systems. Case-based systems can rely on utilitybased or knowledge-based technologies to assess the similarity between a case and a user's query. Critiquing-based systems are a form of case-based systems which operate in a reactive fashion. We briefly introduce each system in the following sections.
Case-based systems
Case-based recommender systems have their origins in case-based reasoning (CBR) techniques (Smyth 2007) . CBR systems solve new problems by utilizing a case base (i.e., database) of past problem solving experiences, instead of codified rules and strong domain models, and retrieving a similar case and adapting its solution to fit the target situation. In case-based recommenders, items or products are represented as cases, and recommendations are generated by retrieving those cases that are most similar to a user's query or profile. Even though case-based recommenders, like other content-based systems, generate recommendations based on item features, they have two important distinguishing characteristics. First, they rely on more structured representations of item content, while content-based systems normally employ an unstructured or semi-structured manner; therefore, case-based recommenders are particularly suitable for product domains where detailed feature descriptions are readily available. Second, they can take advantage of various sophisticated similarity assessment approaches for retrieving similar cases, due to the structured representation of items.
Utility-based systems
Utility-based recommenders make suggestions based on a computation of the utility of each object for a user. Users have to explicitly or implicitly specify their preferences for a set of attributes which characterize the multi-attribute product type. For example, digital cameras can be represented by the set of attributes: manufacturer, price, resolution, optical zoom, memory, screen size, thickness, weight, etc. The central problem for this type of system is creating a utility function for each user. There are different techniques for arriving at a user-specific utility function and applying it to the objects under consideration (Guttman 1998) . The benefit of utility-based recommendation is that it can apply non-product attributes, such as product availability, into the utility computation; for example, a user who has an immediate need could trade off price against a delivery schedule.
Knowledge-based systems
Unlike other recommendation techniques, knowledge-based approaches have functional knowledge on how a particular item meets a particular user need, and can therefore reason about the relationship between a need and a possible recommendation. The user profile can be any knowledge structure that supports this inference, from a simple query to a more detailed representation of a user's needs (e.g., CBR in Burke (2002) ). The knowledge used by a knowledge-based recommender can also take many forms. For example, in Burke (2002) , the implemented restaurant recommender, Entree, uses knowledge of cuisines to infer similarity between restaurants.
Critiquing-based systems
A critiquing-based product recommender simulates an artificial salesperson that recommends options based on users' current preferences and then elicits their feedback in the form of critiques such as "I would like something cheaper" or "with faster processor speed." These critiques help the agent improve its accuracy in predicting users' needs in the next recommendation cycle. For a user to finally identify an ideal product, a number of such cycles are often required. Since users are unlikely to state all of their preferences initially, especially for products that are unfamiliar to them, the preference critiquing agent is an effective way to help them incrementally construct their preference model and refine it as they are exposed to more options. Chen and Pu (2009) provide a set of usability guidelines related to critiquing based recommenders.
Personality-based systems
As an emerging preference elicitation technique, personality acquisition methods have been employed in recommender systems to help build user profiles Pu 2009a,b, 2010) . Research has shown that personality is an enduring and primary factor that determines human behavior and that there are significant connections between personality and people's tastes and interests. In light of these findings in psychology, it is reasonable to conclude that personality-based recommenders can provide more personalized information/services, since they understand the customers better from a psychological perspective. As with rating-based systems, personality-based recommender systems also have implicit and explicit ways to measure a user's personality characteristics. Implicit methods mainly infer users' personalities by observing users' behavior while accomplishing a certain task, such as playing games (Dunn et al. 2009 ), while explicit methods rely on personality questionnaires. Since this is still a new research topic, more emphasis should be placed on it.
Preference elicitation

User effort
Effort expenditure has been a central subject of study in decision theories and lately in recommender systems. This attribute concerns the time and effort users expend interacting with the RS before they receive decision assistance. While users cannot always perceive the system's usefulness in the beginning, they are confronted with the effort requirement at the onset of RS use. The central issue involves determining how much effort users are willing to invest in RS use, and how RS designers can best manage this cost-benefit tradeoff.
In earlier rating-based recommender systems, users were asked to rate up to 50 items before receiving any recommendations. While such an elaborate preference elicitation is likely to help the system more accurately predict what may interest users, such a painstaking process may unintentionally drive them away. Drenner et al. (2008) analyzed historical data over 5,000 users who have had at least 65 ratings with MovieLens. The study compared the recommender system's prediction accuracy for these users when they had only rated 1 movie up to 15 movies. The accuracy was measured by offline experiments that computed the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of system prediction. As expected, as users rated an increasingly larger number of movies, the prediction error decreased, resembling an inverse curve, asymptotically approaching the limit of 0.65. In other words, while users were able to increasingly obtain more precise recommendations by rating more movies, once the asymptotic line is reached, their subsequent effort does not result in any significant reward. In fact, asking users to provide 5 ratings seems to be the optimum for this accuracy versus effort tradeoff. Going from 1 to 5 movie ratings, users were able to reach a significant increase in accuracy (from 0.94 to 0.76 in MAE, a decrease of 20% in prediction error). On the other hand, users who gave 15 ratings were only able to reduce prediction errors to 0.687 in MAE. Jones and Pu (2007) compared two music recommender systems in a controlled study involving 64 real users, in a with-in subject experiment design. This setting allows the users to experience two systems one after the other, immediately or within few days' time. It provides more statistical power as the sample size doubles (more data points collected), and, more importantly, it is possible to assess their preference between the two systems. The disadvantage is that user fatigue and participation motivation need to be carefully managed. In this study, users were able to listen to a series of recommended songs shortly after interacting with one system, by specifying the title of one song, the name of an artist, or the name of an album. In the other system, users had to install a plug-in to initialize their music profiles and wait for few days (∼5 days) before receiving personalized recommendations. The results show more than 70% of the tested users preferred the first system whose time-to-recommendation is almost instantaneous over a system which requires users to reveal their preferences over several days. General satisfaction for the first system is 4.1 versus only 3.4 for the second system, a decrease of more than 20% on the Likert scale. Basartan (2001) conducted an empirical study in which a simulated shopbot was used to evaluate users' subjective opinions. A key variable in the study was the shopbot's response time. The study found that users' preference for the shopping agent decreased when the time-to-recommendation increased.
As the field matured, it became apparent that placing more emphasis on the algorithm's accuracy than on users' effort would cause serious user experience problems. Today it is no longer a common practice to elicit 50 ratings from users or extensively request their preferences (Viappiani et al. 2006) . For example, MovieLens requires 15 ratings in the registration stage; Jinni (http://www.jinni.com) and Filmaffinity (http:// www.filmaffinity.com) ask users to rate around 10 movies to obtain recommendations. If other methods are used, e.g., personality quizzes (Hu and Pu 2010) , the initial effort should also be limited to the range of 10-15 questions.
According to behavioral decision theories, human decision makers focus more on reducing cognitive effort than on improving decision accuracy, because feedback on effort expenditure tends to be immediate while feedback on accuracy is subject to delay and ambiguity (Einhorn and Hogarth 1978; Kleinmuntz and Schkade 1993; Haubl and Trifts 2000) . This infers that the difference in accuracy among recommender engines might be less important than the difference in their demands for user effort.
Thus, we suggest:
Guideline 1 Minimize preference elicitation in profile initialization. In the tradeoff between accuracy versus effort, users are likely to settle on the immediate benefit of saving effort over delayed gratification of higher accuracy. This guideline can be applied to all types of recommender systems that require an explicit preference elicitation process.
While it is a general trend that users avoid effort, not all of them have the same predisposed effort levels. It is possible to design an adaptive system that tailors the user interaction effort to his or her individual characteristics. It is also imaginable that methods differ in terms of how they motivate users to expend this effort. Mahmood et al. (2010) proposes treating the system-user interaction design with adaptive recommendation strategies, dynamically selecting the most optimal method as the system learns about the characteristics of an active user. In particular, after a user makes a request (e.g., a search for hotels), the system determines the kinds of recommending computations it will perform and the specific user interface it will show. To select an appropriate action to execute given the user's current situation, they applied reinforcement learning techniques to decide on the optimal policies. With the involvement of 544 users, they tested the adaptive learning approach within an online travel recommender and validated that this method enables more users to add products to their carts with less effort (i.e., reduced session duration and reduced number of queries). Berger et al. (2007) examined an innovative technique to elicit user preferences for vacation destinations based on photos selected by users. An online survey of over 476 subjects was conducted, where each user selected photos from a catalog of 60 photos classified into 17 types such as Anthropologist, Escapist, Archaeologist, etc. Correspondence analysis was then used to produce a mapping of relationships between tourist types and the photographs. This work showed that preference elicitation is not restricted to methods such as rating items. It can be obtained from asking users to choose visual impressions. Further, it seems that users can answer the visual query over 60 photo items without much effort, thus suggesting that a more entertaining process can increase users' predisposed effort levels.
According to these two investigations, we suggest:
Guideline 2 Consider crafting the initial elicitation process adaptive to individuals' characteristics, such as their expertise and knowledge of the domain, and consider using more entertaining means to motivate users to provide input. This guideline has been tested in the travel product domain and has the potential to be applicable to all recommenders.
3.2 Composition of items to rate Rashid et al. (2002) studied six elicitation strategies: pure random, MovieLens Classique, popularity, pure entropy, combination of popularity and entropy, and itemto-item personalization. Random selects items to present arbitrarily with uniform probability over the universe of items. MoviesLens Classique selects one movie randomly from an ad hoc list of popular movies, with the rest on that page randomly taken from all movies. Popularity lists the movies in descending order of number ratings, with the highest rated movies displayed first. The pure entropy strategy proposes items with higher information gains (i.e., movies that some users hate and others like). The combination of popularity and entropy (Pop * Ent) strategy is a hybrid approach that combines the popularity and pure entropy methods. The reasoning was to make the two strategies compensate for each other, in order to address the popularity strategy's lack of information strength and the entropy strategy's likelihood of making users rate a movie that they have not seen. The item-to-item personalized method learns which items users have rated thus far and then suggests some related ones for them to rate next. In an experiment where historical data was used, researchers mimicked an online sign-up process. They used each strategy to present a total of 30, 45, 60, or 90 movies to each "user". The experiment showed that the item-to-item strategy performed the best in picking movies "users" could rate, while Pure Entropy did the worst. Specifically, when presented with 30 movies, simulated "users" (for whom the database has the ratings) were able to rate up to 20 movies with the item-to-item strategy and up to 15 movies with the popularity and Pop * Ent methods. However, using the Pure Entropy list, less than 2 could be rated.
Because the Pure Entropy strategy turned out to be an inferior method, it was eliminated in the follow-up online study. In the subsequent online user study, 351 new users took part in the sign-up process during a 10-day period (49 users left during the process). The system continuously presented a set of movies until users voluntarily rated at least ten of them. The results indicate that users in the popularity group rated 10 items within an average of 1.9 pages, while the item-to-item group went through 2.3 pages on average to rate 10 items. Log Pop * Ent, a variant of Pop * Ent, required much more effort from users, as the average number of pages was 4.0 for rating 10 movies. The MovieLens Classique method involved even more effort, requiring 7.0 pages before users rated 10 movies. This user study hence suggests that the popularity and item-to-item strategies are by far the most effective methods with over 90% of users being able to sign up in five pages or less.
Based on these results, we are able to draw a guideline for rating-based recommender systems:
Guideline 3 Consider showing a mixture of popular and personalized items for users to rate when eliciting their preferences. The relative proportion of the two strategies depends on the product domains; for some products (e.g., restaurants, accommodations) users are less likely to have experienced popular items, so the proportion of personalized items should be higher.
System or user in control
McNee et al. (2003) compared three interface strategies for eliciting movie ratings from new users. In the first condition, the system asked users to rate movies chosen based on a combination of the popularity and entropy strategies (as explained above); in this case, the system decided which movies users should initially rate (system-controlled list). In the second user-controlled condition, users were prompted to recall a set of movies to rate. In the third, the mixed-initiative condition, users had both possibilities. In all cases, users were required to rate a minimum of 12 movies on a 5-star scale before receiving personalized recommendations. A total of 192 users completed the experiment. It was found that users who received the user-controlled interface took more time to complete the process and did not provide as many ratings as users in the mixed-initiative or system-controlled groups. However, the user-controlled interface had the lowest Mean Absolute Error (MAE) (i.e., better recommendation accuracy) compared to the other two. Furthermore, users of this group felt that the items that they entered more accurately represented their tastes than those entered by the other two groups, which shows that a higher level of user control over the interaction gives rise to a more accurate preference model. The experiment also revealed that although more time was spent by the user-controlled group, users did not perceive any additional effort. 70% of them perceived the sign-up process time as short, as did 69% of users from the system-controlled group. In terms of motivating users to continue providing ratings in the future, the user-controlled interface proved to be more active. Within a 25-day period of time after the experiment, the user-controlled group members rated 225 more items on average, compared to 125 more items provided by the system-controlled user group.
According to this experiment, we suggest:
Guideline 4 Consider letting users decide which items to rate. This approach will likely enhance their sense of control over the preference elicitation process and motivate them to rate more items in the future.
Elicitation of feature preferences
Thus far, we have mainly considered methods that build users' interest profiles based on ratings, which have been commonly used via rating-based recommenders. In other types of systems such case-based and utility-based recommenders, the focus lies more on the elicitation of user preferences on product features. For instance, Burke (2002) and Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005) discussed how the recommendation technology relies on the similarity between items' features and how to construct a multi-criteria preference model. Consider the example of a flight recommender; rather than asking users to rate flights that they have taken in the past, the system can ask users' criteria on airline, departure time, intermediate airport, and so on. Another way of eliciting users' preferences was to ask them to specify a set of example items that they preferred in the past, the method used by case-based recommenders. For example, Pandora (www. pandora.com), an internet radio and music recommender website, lets users start a radio station by entering the name of a song, an artist, or album. The system uses this initial feed's features to deduce what the user prefers and then recommend similar items.
As a matter of fact, feature-based preference elicitation has been more popularly applied to high-risk and high-involvement products, such as cars, computers, houses, cameras, with which users rarely have experience (so it is difficult to obtain their ratings), while it is feasible to ask them to identify criteria on specific features. Furthermore, besides eliciting users' preferences on features' values (e.g., brand, price, size, weight), most related works have aimed at identifying the relative importance (i.e., weight) between different features. For example, in the ATA system, which is a flight selection/recommendation agent (Linden et al. 1997 ), a user's preference structure is assumed to be weighted additive independent. Each constraint (e.g., on the arrival time) is associated with a weight to indicate its importance. The Apt decision agent (used in the domain of rental apartments) also builds user model as a weighted feature vector (Shearin and Lieberman 2001) . Each feature of an apartment has a base weight determined as a part of domain analysis. The system allows users to freely change the weight on individual features by dragging the feature onto a slot (from −1 to 6). In a series of preference-based product search systems developed by Pu and Chen (2005 , 2006 , 2007 , users are also supported to provide the weight of each participating attribute (e.g., from 1 "least important" to 5 "most important"). If a user expresses a preference, but does not know at this point how important this preference is, the default value is set to "somewhat important". A preference structure is hence a set of (attribute value, weight) pairs of all participating attributes. When obtaining users' preferences, the system applies the weighted additive sum rule to compute recommendations. They performed a user study to test the interfaces in the real estate domain and found that most users were active in specifying and adjusting the weights during the whole interaction process. This type of weighted preference structure has also been proven to enable users to conduct tradeoff navigation and make effective recommendation critiques. Similar phenomena were later verified in other product domains, such as digital cameras and computers. Furthermore, such feature-based preference elicitation methods relying on explicit user feedback are especially suited for the context of providing recommendations to anonymous or first-time online users who have no item ratings available for learning (Zanker and Jessenitschnig 2009) .
We thus suggest:
Guideline 5 Consider allowing users to indicate the relative importance of the features of a product/item that they prefer. This approach will likely help establish a more accurate preference model for decision support recommenders in high-risk product domains.
Preference elicitation via personality questionnaire
Personality, one of the most important user characteristics and resources for preference modeling, is increasingly attracting researchers' attention in the realm of recommender and other adaptive systems. Personalities reflect more innate and permanent characteristics of a person, which is less likely to be affected by specific item domains. Hu and Pu (2009a,b) conducted a real user study to compare a personality quiz-based movie recommender system with a rating-based movie recommender system used as the baseline. The objective was to find out if users would find the two types of systems comparable, concerning the perceived quality of the recommended items, initial elicitation effort, and system effectiveness. Users had to answer a personality questionnaire (20 questions) versus rating 15 movies before receiving any movie recommendations.
The results from that study show that while the personality-based recommender is perceived to be only slightly more accurate than the rating-based one, users found it much easier to use. This leads to a higher user acceptance of the personality quizbased recommender system. Moreover, the actual completion time has no significant correlation to users' cognitive effort in the personality-based recommender (a sign that users do not notice the lapse of time), while such a correlation could be found in the rating-based recommender system. Further analysis of users' comments after the experiment show that the questions used in the personality quizzes were perceived as more entertaining, while the rating elicitation was not. Therefore, personality-based recommenders are viable methods that can be appreciated by users, and the elicitation method could be used to alleviate the cold-start problem. Commercial systems that employ personality modeling include gifts.com and Hunch. Therefore, we propose:
Guideline 6 Personality traits can be considered as useful resources for user preference modeling and personality-based recommenders. This method can alleviate the cold-start problem, especially if the personality quizzes are designed in an entertaining way. In general, a more enjoyable preference elicitation process reduces users' perceived cognitive effort and increases their satisfaction.
Comparison of elicitation methods
As shown in the previous section, the realm of elicitation methods has expanded, and preference elicitation is no longer restricted to only rating based approaches. With more methods used in practice, it is appropriate to evaluate whether users prefer one way to another. Hu and Pu (2009a) recently reported a comparative study where 30 participants were told to evaluate two movie recommenders side by side in a withinsubject experiment setting. This experiment aims at comparing users' preferences over how they would like to reveal their preferences. One system was MovieLens where users had to rate at least 15 movies before receiving any recommendations. The second system was What-to-Rent, a personality based recommender where users had to answer 20 personality questions in the initial preference elicitation phrase. The study measured and compared the perceived accuracy of the recommended movies, the perceived cognitive effort and the actual effort (completion time) focusing on preference elicitation. Users were also asked whether they would like to reuse the tested systems and introduce them to friends, and they were asked to indicate their final preference between these two systems.
The results showed that the personality quiz method scored slightly higher in perceived accuracy than the rating-based system, but the difference is not significant. However, when participants were asked about their perceived effort in preference elicitation, the personality-based system was rated as requiring significantly lower effort than the rating-based system. Additionally, the average time-to-recommendation was 6.8 min for the personality-based system versus 18.7 min for the rating-based system. 53.33% of users (16 out of 30) preferred the personality quiz-based system, while 13.33% of users (4 out of 30) preferred the rating-based system (the remaining users had a neutral opinion). This preference represents a significant distribution ( p < 0.001 by the Chi-squared test). Participants also stated a significantly stronger intention to reuse the personality-based system in the future. Likewise, more participants intended to introduce the personality system to their friends.
This user study suggests that if two systems are comparable in terms of users' perceived accuracy, but one system requires significantly more preference elicitation effort, users will more likely adopt the system that demands less effort. They are also more likely to be loyal to it and recommend it to their friends. This study also pointed out that the comparison of systems in a side-by-side experiment is effective in revealing factors that influence users' perceptions and attitudes towards a particular system design.
We therefore suggest:
Guideline 7 Conducting a comparative user study of two designs can help reveal the elicitation method that most optimally balances accuracy and effort.
User contribution
As Beenen et al. (2004) discovered, most users are social loafers rather than contributors. Motivated by such problems, researchers referred to social psychology to gain some insights; they particularly focused on the effect of community on users' behavior since people are increasingly aware of other users and contributors. One of the questions they asked was: if a user is not motivated to contribute ratings for her/his own sake, would s/he do it for the sake of the community? Karau and Williams (2001) developed a collective effort model (CEM) and identified some conditions under which people will contribute more to a group. For example, when users believe that their effort is important to the group's performance and their contributions to the group can be identifiable, they will work harder. The second question the researchers asked was: if people are motivated to contribute, should they be given specific goals or just be told to do their best? Two sets of large-scale user studies were conducted in the MovieLens setting (Beenen et al. 2004) . The findings offered a rare opportunity to observe how social psychology theories can be adopted to understand design issues for recommender systems. Specifically, in their experiment, a rating campaign was launched among 830 active MovieLens users (those who have rated at least three movies). After receiving an email invitation, 397 members logged in and rated at least one movie. These users had actually rated an average of 5.4 movies in the 6 months before the invitation. One important finding from this study is that members who were told that they were going to make a unique contribution provided significantly more ratings on average (i.e., 31.53 ratings versus 25.16 for those who were not told that their contribution was unique). Another result is that users contributed lower amounts of ratings when they were told that their contribution would only benefit themselves (13.19 ratings), compared to the condition in which their contribution was stated to benefit both themselves and others (19.21 ratings). Based on this study, our design suggestion is:
Guideline 8 Consider making users aware of their unique contributions to communities. This approach will likely motivate users to contribute.
At Amazon, there is a feature called "be the first reviewer for this product", which can be regarded as an application of this guideline. It might make users aware of their contribution to the community.
A second study reported in the same article (Beenen et al. 2004 ) investigated whether goal-setting theories (Locke and Latham 2002) could boost members' contributions to a community or not. According to this theory, assigning people with challenging, specific goals can lead them to achieve more. However, pushing users past a certain point will result in their performance leveling off. The experiment tested the theory's benefits and limitations in a similar email campaign, in which 834 new users participated. An interesting result of this study is that participants who were given specific goals contributed significantly more than those who were given the "do your best" goal. Moreover, they provided more ratings if they were told that they belonged to a group of "explorers", where the whole group was required to rate at least 32 movies.
From this study's results, we thus propose:
Guideline 9 Consider setting specific goals for users to achieve. This approach will also motivate users to contribute. In addition, if users can identify themselves within specific communities (e.g., "explorer", "comedy fan club"), they will likely contribute more.
Privacy issues
Privacy is a critical issue for recommender systems, regardless of whether the adopted user modeling method is explicit or implicit (Resnick and Varian 1997; Riedl 2001) . To understand users well enough and make effective recommendations, a recommender must acquire sufficient information (e.g., demographic information, preference information, personality information etc.) about the users. The privacy concern becomes more important when the required information is more personal and users want to keep it confidential. Finding the optimal balance between privacy protection and personalization remains a challenging task.
There is a general assumption that people are sensitive to privacy issues. However, a mismatch exists between people's privacy preferences and their actual behavior. Spiekermann et al. (2001) compared self-reported privacy preferences of 171 participants with their actual disclosing behavior during an online shopping episode. In their study, most individuals stated that privacy was important to them, with concern centering on the disclosure of different aspects of personal information. However, regardless of their specific privacy concerns, most participants did not adhere to their self-reported privacy preferences. The results suggest that people overlook privacy concerns once they are highly involved in the system. Knijnenburg et al. (2010) validated the results of Spiekermann et al. They carried out a user study with 43 participants in the Microsoft ClipClub system (a multimedia recommender) with the aim of determining the factors that influence users' intention to provide feedback. Their results show that users' intention to provide feedback is influenced by both user experience (choice satisfaction, the perceived effectiveness of the system) and users' privacy concerns. That is, initial privacy concerns can be overcome when users perceive an improvement of their experience when they provide feedback. Moreover, studies show that explicitly indicating the resulting benefits could stimulate users to give more information (Brodie et al. 2004) .
Another factor which affects users' intentions to divulge personal information is their trust in the system (Lam et al. 2006) . Users must trust that the system will protect their information appropriately; reputed websites are able retain their users with considerable loyalty based on a high level of trust. For example, at Amazon, users are more apt to give personal information since they believe their information will be kept confidential. In addition, when users decide whether to provide personal information, they would like to know who is able to access the information and its specific purpose (Kobsa and Schreck 2003) . A serial of user studies conducted by Chen (2006, 2007) have indicated that explanation interfaces could effectively help build users' trust in the system. Other researchers also contend that explanation interfaces can cultivate user trust .
Therefore, even though users are concerned with revealing their personal information, their initial privacy concerns can be overcome by the benefits.
Thus, we propose:
Guideline 10 Consider the tradeoff between users' privacy concerns and their willingness to reveal reference information. Designing explanation interfaces can be an effective method for achieving an optimal balance. The interfaces should explicitly indicate the benefits of providing information, as well as fully disclosing its use, in order to build users' trust in the system.
Preference refinement
As indicated previously, users' preferences are context-dependent and will be constructed gradually as users are exposed to more domain information (Payne et al. 1999) . This phenomenon has motivated some researchers to develop intelligent tools to help users adaptively build a preference model as they view more recommendations. An effective method of facilitating users to refine their preferences is the example critiquing technique (discussed in Sect. 5.2). The system starts the process by first eliciting users' initial preferences and then presenting a few representative items (called examples) that may correspond to users' interests. Via a sequence of interaction cycles, called critiquing, users gradually refine their profile model until they are satisfied with the outcome proposed by the system.
Importance of preference refinement
Viappiani et al. (2007) conducted a user study with 22 subjects that compared the number of preferences elicited before and after the critiquing process. The average number of preferences stated was 2.1 on a total of 10 attributes, but this increased to 4.19 attributes when users came to the stage of selecting the final choice. The results suggest that an effective recommender mechanism should allow users to refine their preferences. Furthermore, as Swearingen and Sinha (2002) indicated, the initial recommended results are not likely to be 100% accurate, so it is important to design a system that does not look like a dead-end. For rating-based systems, profile refinement has mainly been handled by requiring users to provide more ratings (Herlocker et al. 2004 ). For example, in Pandora (introduced previously), users are given the possibility to give a thumb up or down next to each of recommended songs (Jones and Pu 2007) . For case-based systems and utility-based systems, this issue is addressed by initiating a preference critiquing support that enhances the refinement of features through a successive series of interactions .
In commercial sites, Amazon employs a simple preference refinement method. It asks users to rate some specific items under the box that says "Improve Your Recommendations". This facility may convince users that their work will lead to more accurate recommendations and encourage them to put forth more effort.
Therefore, we propose:
Guideline 11
Consider providing preference refinement facilities, such as critiquing, which helps the system increase recommendation accuracy.
Critiquing support
In this section, we survey critiquing support techniques based on work proposed in case-based and utility-based systems in the past several years. Critiquing support essentially acts like an artificial salesperson. It engages users in a conversational dialog where users can provide feedback in the form of critiques (e.g., "I would like something cheaper") to the sample items. The feedback, in turn, enables the system to refine its understanding of the user's preferences and its prediction of what the user truly wants. In the next interaction cycle, the system is then able to recommend products that may better stimulate the user's interest. To our knowledge, this critiquing concept was first mentioned in the RABBIT system (Williams and Tou 1982) as a new interface paradigm for formulating queries to a database. In recent years, it has evolved into two principal branches. One aims to proactively generate a set of knowledge-based critiques that users may be prepared to accept as ways to improve the current product, termed system-suggested critiques in Chen and Pu (2009) . This mechanism was initially used in FindMe systems (Burke et al. 1997) , and more recently in Dynamic Critiquing (DC) agents McCarthy et al. 2005) . The main advantage, as detailed in related literature McCarthy et al. 2004; McSherry 2005) , is that system-suggested critiques not only exposes the knowledge of remaining recommendation opportunities, but also accelerates the user's critiquing process if they correspond well to the user's intended feedback criteria.
An alternative critiquing mechanism does not propose pre-computed critiques, but provides a facility to stimulate users to freely create and combine critiques themselves (user-initiated critiquing support in Chen and Pu (2009)). As a typical application, the Example Critiquing (EC) agent has been developed for this goal, and its focus is on showing examples and facilitating users' composition of self-initiated critiques (Pu and Faltings 2004; Pu and Kumar 2004; . In essence, the EC agent is capable of allowing users to choose any combinations of feature(s) to critique and the amount of variation they want to apply to the critiques. Previous work has proven that this enables users to obtain significantly higher decision accuracy, preference certainty, and sense of control, compared to non critiquing-based product search systems (Pu and Kumar 2004; Pu and Chen 2005) .
Chen and Pu (2009) have further studied how to design effective critiquing components. Through a series of three user-trials, they identified the effects of two crucial elements: critiquing coverage (the number of items to be critiqued) and critiquing aid (the specific critiquing support), on users' decision accuracy/effort, and behavioral intentions.
Specifically, the first trial (with 36 subjects) compared two typical existing applications: DC, which suggests one item during each recommendation cycle and a list of system-suggested compound critiques for users to select as improvements to the recommended item, and EC, which returns multiple items at a time and provides a user-initiated critiquing facility to assist users in freely creating their own tradeoff criteria. The results showed that EC performed significantly better than DC in improving users' objective/subjective accuracy, reducing their interaction effort and cognitive effort, and increasing their purchase and return intentions.
In the second trial (with 36 new subjects), both EC and DC were modified so that their only differing factor was the critiquing aid. Although there is no significant difference between the two modified versions, participants' written comments revealed their respective strengths: system-suggested compound critiques made users feel that they obtained more knowledge about the remaining recommendation opportunities and it was easier to make critiques; a user-initiated critiquing aid allowed for detailed preference refinement and more user-control over composing users' own search criteria. Moreover, the significant effects of k recommendations in the first round (k-NIR) and k recommended items after each critiquing action (k-NCR) were identified (k = 7 in the experiments). That is, k-NIR significantly contributed to improving users' decision accuracy and trusting intentions, and k-NCR performed effectively in saving users' objective effort, including task time and critiquing cycles. In addition, it implies that this multi-item display strategy represents the key factor that led to EC's success in the first trial. Fig. 2 The hybrid-critiquing interface with both system-suggested critiques and user-initiated critiquing facility Pu 2007, 2009) The third trial (with 18 subjects) evaluated user performance in a hybrid-critiquing interface that combines both system-suggested critiques and the user-initiated critiquing facility on the same screen (see Fig. 2 ). The experiment found that users were active in making critiques using this interface. Furthermore, in comparison with user data in the system without system-suggested compound critiques or the one without user-initiated critiquing support, the hybrid system enabled users to reach significantly higher levels of decision confidence and return intentions.
Based on these findings, we suggest two guidelines as follows:
Guideline 12 Consider presenting several items for users to critique. This will increase their sense of control and therefore their satisfaction with the critiquing support.
Guideline 13 Consider offering a hybrid-critiquing method with two types of critiquing aids: system-suggested critiques and user-initiated critiquing. The former provides more critiquing assistance, especially when the system-generated critiques closely match users' interest, while the latter provides users with a higher degree of control.
Recommendation presentation
Recommendation results are the set of items a recommender system produces and presents to an active user. In most cases, such results are labeled and displayed in a particular area of the screen (the "North", "South", and "East" sections of the screen are the most common areas). Users are likely to review recommended items as a set rather than reviewing them as individual items. In another words, reviewing one item from the set influences how the user reviews the other items (McNee et al. 2006a; Ziegler et al. 2005) . Because presentation is a crucial factor in persuading users to accept the items recommended to them, each recommender system must carefully employ special strategies that are sensible to users' information needs as well as the business goals of the RS. For example, would the result set include only highly-ranked items, but similar ones? Or would it include a well-balanced top-ranked one and popular items? Should it intentionally include familiar items that the system predicted for users? Should a recommender explain the recommendation's inner logic? According to prior work, users' perception of recommendations is directly related to their trust in the system (Pu and Chen 2006) . Trust can further be seen as a long-term relationship between the user and the organization that the recommender system represents. Therefore, recommended results could affect users' confidence in whether the system is providing increasingly useful information. If the recommendation succeeds in inspiring user confidence and motivation to expend more interaction effort, users will increasingly like the system. In the following sections, we will discuss these presentation issues in greater detail.
Accuracy
In the literature, accuracy has been used as a dominating criterion for evaluating recommender systems (McNee et al. 2006a,b; Herlocker et al. 2004) . Over the past decade, a wide variety of algorithms have been developed with the goal of increasing objective accuracy (Herlocker et al. 2004 ). For example, Mean Absolute Error (MAE), defined as the difference between the predicted ratings of an algorithm and actual user ratings, is the commonly adopted measure to evaluate the objective accuracy of rating-based systems. For content-or feature-based recommenders, established a procedure, called the switching task, to measure the objective accuracy. Specifically, it measures whether a user changes his/her initially preferred item, which was identified by using a recommender agent, to another one when instructed to view all available items in a later round. If some users change their mind (switching), the accuracy of the recommender will be discounted.
More recently, researchers have been paying attention to users' perceived accuracy. This measure is defined as the degree to which users feel proposed recommendations match their interests and preferences. Compared to objective algorithm accuracy, perceived accuracy has a more direct influence on users' trust formation with the system and behavioral intentions, such as their intention to purchase items recommended to them and intention to return to the system (Chen and Pu 2009 ).
Some studies indicate that user perception is directly correlated with objective differences in recommendation quality (Ziegler et al. 2005; Chen and Pu 2007) . Knijnenburg et al. (2010) investigated the effects of two recommendation algorithms on users' perceived quality. Their results show that users given personalized recommendations scored higher in terms of perceived accuracy, in contrast to the other group of users given randomly selected items. The high correlation suggests that users are aware of the quality distinctions between random and personalized recommendations. These results have also been validated in a series of their follow-up studies (Knijnenburg et al. 2012) .
However, some researchers have shown that objective accuracy may not have a direct correlation with perceived accuracy. McNee et al. (2002) compared six recommendation algorithms through both offline and online experiments. In the offline experiment, they found that the "item-to-item" algorithm that achieved the best prediction performance gave the fewest recommendations that users believed to be relevant and helpful.
On the other hand, perceived accuracy can be enhanced by other aspects, such as the level of domain knowledge of individuals (Hu and Pu 2010; Knijnenburg et al. 2012) , contexts and interface design (Xiao and Benbasat 2007; Cosley et al. 2003; Chen and Pu 2010) , and interface labels (Ochi et al. 2010 ). The study of Cosley et al. (2003) shows that the display of predicted ratings could manipulate users' opinions on the recommended items, with a bias towards the presented rating values. In the experiment conducted by Ochi et al. (2010) , users were manipulated to think that they were evaluating two recommender system approaches by interface labels, when in reality they received the same recommendations. Their empirical results show that for search products (defined as those whose qualities can be determined before their purchase, e.g., rugs), participants tended to like the recommendations from collaborative-based systems, while for experience products (defined as those whose quality cannot be determined until after usage and purchase e.g., perfume), participants tended to feel better about the recommendations from content-based system.
Considering the existence of the gap between objective accuracy and perceived accuracy, we propose: Guideline 14 Consider enhancing users' perceived accuracy with more attractive layout design and effective labels, and explaining how the systems compute the recommendations. Doing so can increase users' perception of the system's effectiveness, their overall satisfaction of the system, their readiness to accept the recommended items, and their trust in the system.
Familiarity
Swearingen and Sinha (2002) first noticed the importance of "familiarity" in their user studies. After they found preliminary results that the presence of well-known items reinforces trust in the recommender system in their first user study, they examined this issue in depth in another user study and found that users' mean liking for familiar recommendations is higher than that for unfamiliar recommendations. In addition, most of the users in the study (>50%) agreed that the inclusion of previously liked items in the recommendation set could increase their trust in the system. The study also showed that the users expressed greater willingness to buy familiar recommended items than unfamiliar ones. However, although users prefer familiar items, they did not like that the recommendations were too directly related to their input ratings. For example, if the system always shows albums from the same artist that the user had entered, they felt that the system was not capable of helping them discover new directions and broadening their tastes. This raises the next question about "novel recommendation" (see the next section). Thus, regarding familiarity, as suggested by Swearingen and Sinha, the system should better understand users' needs with relation to familiarity. For example, it could ask users to explicitly indicate how familiar they would like the recommendation set to be (e.g., with a slider bar), which would enable the system to better tailor to their needs.
Thus we suggest: Guideline 15 Consider including familiar items in the recommendation set, as this aspect is highly correlated to users' trust in the system.
Novelty
As indicated above, novelty is another dimension that the designers of a RS should consider. The core concept of this dimension is the unexpectedness of recommendations for users. McNee et al. (2006a) also called this criterion "serendipity", which emphasizes the experience of receiving unexpected and fortuitous item recommendations. Herlocker et al. (2004) argued that novelty is different from serendipity, because novelty only covers the concept "new", while serendipity means not only "new" but also "surprising". In this paper, we unify the two understandings and measure "novelty" as the extent to which users receive new and interesting recommendations.
The effect of novelty has experimentally been demonstrated in music recommenders by Jones and Pu (2007) . They discovered that users found the songs of Pandora (a popular music recommender site that offers more novel recommendations) to be significantly more enjoyable and better than songs suggested by their friends. This user study also showed that users will more likely use recommender systems that make novel music recommendations, as such a system is perceived to be more useful.
Thus, our suggestion in this regard is:
Guideline 16 Consider achieving a proper balance between familiarity and novelty among recommendations, since novelty can be correlated to the perceived usefulness of the system, especially in entertainment product domains.
Diversity
Recent research work suggests that the set of recommended items should maintain a certain level of diversity, even at the risk of compromising its overall accuracy. For example, if users only get a recommendation list full of albums by the same artist, the diversity level in this list is low. Jones and Pu (2007) pointed out that low diversity could disappoint users and decrease their decision confidence. McNee et al. (2006a) noticed the same problem and stated that the item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm may trap users in a "similarity hole", only giving exceptionally similar recommendations. Thus, in recent years, more researchers have focused on generating diverse recommendations and aiming to reach an optimal balance between diversity and similarity ( (2003) highlighted the pitfalls of naively incorporating diversity-enhancing techniques into existing recommender systems. They pointed out that diversity should be provided adaptively rather than being enhanced in each and every recommender cycle. If a recommender system appears to be close to the target item, then diversity should be limited to avoid missing this item. But if the recommender system is not correctly focused, diversity can be used to help refocus more effectively. Ziegler et al. (2005) proposed a topic diversification approach based on taxonomy-based similarity. They compared not only the accuracy measures in different levels of diversification for both user-based and item-based CF, but also subjective satisfaction results from a large scale user survey. Their results showed that users' overall satisfaction with recommendation lists goes beyond accuracy and involves other factors, e.g., the diversity of the result set. In the same study, they found that human perception seems to capture only a certain level of diversification inherent to a list. Beyond that point, it is difficult for users to notice the increasing diversity. In another words, they suggest that users' diversity perception may not correlate to the diversity controlled by algorithms. Bollen et al. (2010) reported an experiment aimed at understanding if objective diversity has a straightforward effect on perceived diversity. After rating 10 movies from the MovieLens dataset, users were told to select a movie to watch and then answer a satisfaction questionnaire. The 137 subjects were divided into 3 × 3 conditions, independently varying the underlying recommendation algorithms (Most Popular, kNN, Matrix Factorization) and the degree of diversifications (none, little, a lot). Objective diversification was implemented based on movie genre, using a greedy search method proposed by Ziegler et al. (2005) . The main outcomes from this user study seem to confirm that users do not necessarily perceive the diversified recommendations as more diverse.
In Pu et al. (2009) , an interface design method was described to increase users' perception of recommendation diversity by grouping and categorizing any result set into an organization interface. The method, called the Editorial Picked Critiques (EPC), creates up to seven category titles such as "more popular and cheaper", "same brand and cheaper", "just as popular but cheaper" and put items into the right group. Hu and Pu (2011) conducted an in-depth user study to compare the organization interface with the standard list interface, while keeping the recommendation contents identical. The results show that the organization interface indeed effectively increased users' perceived diversity of recommendations, especially perceived categorical variety. Correlation results further show that perceived diversity more significantly influences users' perceived ease of use and usefulness of the recommender, positive attitudes toward the system and behavioral intentions. More than 65% of users prefer the organization interface, versus 20% for the list interface. 50% of users thought the organization interface was better at recommending products to them versus only 10% for the list interface.
In addition to using organization interfaces, the result set size and mixing best items with low-ranked items could also affect users' perceived diversity. Knijnenburg et al. (2012) conducted an experiment with 174 Dutch participants, where each user first rated 10 movies from the MovieLens dataset and was told to select a movie from a recommendation set to watch. Each user was randomly assigned to one of three conditions. In Top-5, users reviewed the best five recommendations to select a movie to watch; in Top-20, users reviewed the best 20 recommendations; and in Lin-20, users reviewed the best five recommendations, appended with items which only ranked 99, 199, 299, continuing through 1499. In other words, in Lin-20, the result set was intentionally manipulated to include some low-ranked items. Results from this study show that while a larger result set (Top-20) increases the perceived diversity of the recommended items, it also increased users' choice difficulty because more information processing is required. When the result set includes both attractive and low-ranked items, even though this approach compromised on the overall quality of the items, it increased choice satisfaction because the inferior items, when contrasted to the accurate items, provided a decision context that reduced choice difficulty.
Guideline 17 Consider adding diversity to the recommendation set. Since perceived diversity is not directly correlated with predicted diversity, additional methods, such as interface design and adding low-ranked items to the set, can be considered. Perceived diversity is strongly correlated to the perceived usefulness of the system and users' satisfaction.
Context compatibility
A good recommender system should also be able to formulate recommendations in contextual occasions. For example, for movie recommendations, the context factors may include a user's current mood, occasion for watching the movie, whether or not other people will be present, and whether the recommendation is timely. We propose a concept called context compatibility here, which assesses whether or not the recommendations consider general or personal context requirements. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2008) mentioned a similar idea and indicated that the utility of a certain product to a user may depend not only on the two-dimensional user-item space, but also on other dimensions including time, the person(s) with whom the product will be consumed or shared and so on. In these situations, it may not be sufficient to simply generate user-item recommendations. Instead, the recommender system must take additional contextual information into account. For example, a user can have significantly different preferences for the types of movies she wants to see when she is going out with a boyfriend on a Saturday night, as opposed to watching a rental movie at home with her parents on a Wednesday evening. Applying contextual consideration may enable new users to get suitable recommendations even if they have not established robust profiles, and help repeat users to get recommendations on the basis of their instant needs, which increases both types of users' satisfaction with the recommender. We thus suggest:
Guideline 18 Consider providing recommended items that are context compatible. This characteristic can be highly correlated to the perceived usefulness of the system and users' satisfaction.
Explanation of recommendations
Providing recommendations that satisfy the criteria listed above is not enough for effective result display. In addition, it is important to assist users in understanding why these items are presented to them. To date, many researchers have demonstrated that providing good explanations for recommendations could help inspire users' trust and satisfaction, increase users' involvement and educate users on the internal logic of the system (Herlocker et al. 2000; Swearingen 2001, 2002; Simonson 2005; Tintarev and Masthoff 2007a,b) . For instance, Herlocker et al. (2000) discussed the concept of explanation for automated collaborative filtering systems, such as how the explanation should be implemented based on users' conceptual model of the recommending process and whether providing explanations could improve users' acceptance of a system. They highlighted that the benefits of explanation interface are justification (users could decide how much confidence to place), user involvement (allowing users to add their knowledge to complete the decision process), education (educating users about the computational processes used in generating recommendations), and acceptance (improving the acceptance of a recommender system because it helps users make a decision). Sinha and Swearingen (2002) found that users like transparent recommendations. The more they have to "pay", the more transparency they require. They stated that the recipient of a recommendation has a number of ways to decide whether to trust the recommendation: scrutinizing the similarity between the taste of the recipient and the recommender; assessing the success of prior suggestions from the recommender; and asking the recommender for more information about why the recommendation was made. Similarly, recommender systems need to offer the user some ways to judge the appropriateness of recommendations. Understanding the relationship between the system input (e.g., ratings made by user) and output (recommendations) allows the user to initiate a predictable and efficient interaction with the system. As we indicated previously, perceived accuracy of a recommendation is also dependent on whether or not the user sees a correspondence between the preferences they express and the recommendation presented by the system (Simonson 2005) .
Grounded on prior works on explanation, Tintarev and Masthoff (2007a) concluded several possible goals of explanations, including transparency, scrutability, trust, effectiveness, persuasiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. Transparency explains how the system works, i.e. how a recommendation was chosen. Scrutability allows users to correct reasoning and system assumptions where needed. Trust could increase users' confidence in the system. A user may be more forgiving if they understand why a bad recommendation has been made, and hence prevent it from occurring again. Persuasiveness is the ability to convince users to try or buy. It is important to consider that too much persuasion may backfire if certain users realize that they have bought items that they do not really want. Effectiveness is the ability of a system to assist the user in making accurate decision about which recommendations to utilize. Efficiency is the ability that explanations may make it faster for users to decide which recommended item is the best for them. Efficiency may be improved by allowing the user to understand the relation between competing options. Satisfaction is a quality that makes the use of the system fun.
Several papers also reported user studies to determine effective explanation mechanisms. Herlocker et al. (2000) performed experiments on the use of 23 different graphical displays to "explain" why each recommendation was given. They suggested that there are multiple ways for the system to convey its inner logic to the user: an explanation (e.g. "this item was recommended to you because you rated 'x' positively"); predicted ratings (e.g. "we think you'll give this item an 8.5 out of 10"); including a few familiar recommendations (i.e., ones from artists or writers who are close to input items); community opinions (showing both reviews and numerical ratings). Pu and Chen (2006) presented an organization-based explanation interface where the best matching item is displayed at the top of the interface along with several categories of other recommended products (see Fig. 3 ). Each category is labeled with a title explaining the characteristics of the items the respective category contains. In order to understand whether the organization interface is a more effective way to explain recommendations, an empirical study was conducted to compare the organization interface with the traditional explanation view (where each item includes an explanation), in a within-subjects design. A total of 72 volunteers (19 females) were recruited as participants in the user study. The results showed that the organization interface significantly increases users' perception of competence, inspires their trust, and enhances their intention to save cognitive effort and use the interface again in the future. Moreover, the study found that the actual time spent looking for a product did not have a significant impact on users' subjective perceptions. This indicates that less time spent on the interface, while important in reducing decision effort, cannot be used alone in predicting what users may subjectively experience. Based on these empirical findings, the authors concluded a set of principles for the effective design of organization interfaces. More details (including the algorithm steps of generating the content for such interfaces) can be referred to in Chen and Pu (2010) .
On the other hand, user-generated social contents, such as tags, have also been exploited to generate explanations. One recent method by Vig et al. (2009) developed Fig. 3 The organization-based explanation interface to inspire user trust in recommendations (Pu and Chen 2006) tagsplanation to show tags along with a recommended item. The displayed tags are most relevant to the item and also most likely preferred by the user. They integrated the approach in a rating-based recommender and identified that this tag-based explanation can help users understand why the item was recommended, decide if they like the item, and determine if the item fits their current mood.
In recent years, commercial websites have also realized the importance of explanations. For example, features such as "why this was recommended" have appeared on Netflix, Amazon and Pandora.
The corresponding guideline is hence:
Guideline 19 Consider explaining why the system recommends the suggested items. These aspects can be highly correlated to users' satisfaction, sense of control, and trust-inspired behavior intentions, such as the intention to save effort and the intention to return.
Sufficiency of information
Finally, it is crucial to provide sufficient information about the recommended items in order to facilitate users' decision-making processes. Sinha and Swearingen (2002) suggested that the presence of longer descriptions of individual items correlates positively with both the perceived usefulness and ease of use of the recommender system. This suggests that users like to have more information about the recommended item, such as book description, author information, genre information and other users' reviews. Their research reinforced this finding by examining the difference between the two versions of RatingZone (one of their sample prototypes). The first version of RatingZone's Quick Picks showed only the book title and author name in the list of recommendations. The second version of RatingZone included simply the title and author, as well as providing a link to item-specific information at Amazon. The perceived usefulness of the second version was almost three times higher than the first. Sinha and Swearingen (2002) also provided several types of information users found useful: basic item information (i.e., song, album, artist name, genre information, the time when album was released, the album cover); expert and community ratings (reviews and ratings provided by other users); item sample (e.g., audio clips of songs, sample chapters of books). If the designer does not have access to detailed item information, offering a community forum with other users' comments can be a relatively easy way to increase the system's efficacy . They also suggested organizing the information in an obvious way by using an effective navigation structure; when detailed information was offered, users had trouble actually finding it, since locating item information demanded several mouse clicks and the site had poor navigation design. Given these results, we suggest:
Guideline 20 Consider providing sufficient information related to the recommended items and controlling the information's quality and navigation structure.
6 Related work Knijnenburg et al. (2012) provided a framework to explain how objective system aspects (such as its input, process and output) influence users' perception of these aspects, and how this perception eventually influences users' choice satisfaction and their intent to provide feedback (see Fig. 4 ). A set of six structurally related constructs were proposed in their framework: objective recommender system aspects, subjective evaluations, subjective experiences, objective behaviors, situational, and personal characteristics. The objective system aspects refer to the input, output and process aspects of a system, including the visual and interaction design, the recommender algorithm, the feedback mechanisms, the recommendation presentation, and additional system features (e.g., social networking). The subjective system aspects are users' evaluations of the objective system aspects. The situational (different tasks) and personal characteristics (general trust, control and social factors) are external factors. The subjective experience also represents an evaluation of the system by the user, but User-centric evaluation framework for recommender systems (Knijnenburg et al. 2012) it may primarily depend on personal characteristics. The interaction is objectively measurable, and determines users' behavior in the system. For example, a system that is evaluated positively will be used more extensively. The model postulates that objective system aspects influence users' subjective evaluation, and eventually affect users' experience and objective interactions. Furthermore, situational and personal characteristics could mediate this process. A set of six user studies, four field studies and two controlled experiments, were conducted using this framework. The main findings from these studies show that personalized recommendations (versus randomly selected items) have higher perceived recommendation quality which causes higher perceived system effectiveness and choice satisfaction; despite privacy issues, higher choice satisfaction and system effectiveness can increase users' intention to provide feedback about their preferences; higher perceived recommendation quality leads to less perceived cognitive effort of using the system, and less cognitive effort causes higher perceived effectiveness and fun, which in turn increases users' choice satisfaction; and a higher perceived variety of recommendations can increase the perceived recommendation quality.
The main limitation is that the outcomes were limited to the specific recommender systems (multimedia recommenders) used in all of the six experiments and the specific algorithms used to implement these systems. While the design and procedure can serve as illustrative examples of future work in this area, if some of the system's aspects were to change, users might also alter their perceptions and behavioral intentions. In addition, an important aspect of system, the recommender system's ability to explain its result, was not considered and behaviors are limited to users' intention to provide feedback (preference revision).
Controlled experiments, such as those described in Knijnenburg et al. (2012) , are often used to investigate and understand one or a few aspects of the system's interface and interaction design. This method is called layered evaluation in Paramythis et al. (2010) . It proposed systematically guiding the evaluations of adaptive systems by breaking down a system into its "constituents" and evaluating each of these constituents separately. Although the layered evaluation method has not been applied to RS, it can be used as a powerful technique in identifying areas of RS that require more focused future work.
In contrast to layered evaluation and controlled experiments, summative evaluations aim at examining the overall impact of the system on users' behavior and explaining users' motivations for using the system. Some researchers have recently started developing evaluation frameworks to measure the overall quality and benefits of a recommender system to its users.
Based on an extensive survey of existing usability experience research on recommender systems, proposed a research model to understand the motivations of RS use including intentions to use the system and purchase the recommended items. This model is called ResQue (Recommender system's Quality of user experience), and was developed based on TAM theories (Davis 1989 ). ResQue's constructs (composed of 43 question items) are categorized into four main dimensions: perceived system qualities (such as the quality of recommended items, the interaction characteristics to handle user preferences, the interface qualities to present and explain results, and to provide information sufficiency), users' beliefs as a result of perceived qualities (the beliefs include perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, control and transparency), users' subjective attitudes (including overall satisfaction, confidence, and trust), and their behavioral intentions (including users' agreement to use the system, purchase intention, return intention and intention to introduce this system to friends). Recently, Pu et al. (2011) reported a large-scale Web-based survey which successfully validated ResQue in terms of its structural consistency, validity and reliability, and the model's fitness with respect to the original hypotheses (see Fig. 5 ). One of the major extensions to TAM is that two types of users' behavioral intentions, i.e., purchase intention and use intention, have been identified to explain RS' role in e-commerce, and entertainment websites. That is, while overall satisfaction of the system (also in terms of ease of use and perceived usefulness) is important for use intention, trust of the system and choice confidence are fundamental for purchase intentions.
ResQue is the first validated framework providing a well-balanced set of usercentric criteria for measuring the success of a recommender system and explaining user adoption of RS by providing an account of how the perceived qualities of a RA influence user beliefs and attitudes, and inspire users' behavioral intentions. The framework merged divergent criteria in past user experience research of RS and, via validation, produced a model defining the essential qualities of an effective and satisfying recommender system. ResQue can be presented as a long or a short version of an assessment questionnaire, 43 and 14 questions respectively, that can help designers and researchers forecast the adoption of recommender systems. The model can be applied to assess different types of recommenders, including rating-based, utility-based, and knowledge-based systems, regardless of the backend engines used. In comparison with Knijnenburg et al. (2012) , the ResQue framework and its outcome were validated independently of the underlying recommender systems or the algorithms. On the other hand, the model proposed in Knijnenburg et al. (2012) accounts for personal characteristics the users and contextual characteristics of RS use. Xiao and Benbasat (2007) surveyed previous theoretical and empirical studies of Recommendation Agents (RAs) in both online and offline shopping environments, mainly based on existing literature in management of information systems (MIS). It focused on the RA's function to assist consumers in deciding which products to purchase, as well as how the use of RA, RA properties, and other factors influence consumers' evaluations of RAs. The summary of results were combined into a conceptual model of 28 hypotheses using theories of human information processing, interpersonal similarity, trust formation, technology acceptance model (TAM), and satisfaction. The majority of the 28 hypotheses were supported by corresponding empirical work. For example, RA use improved consumers' decision quality; the explicit preference elicitation method leads to better decision quality and higher decision effort than does the implicit preference elicitation method; recommending more alternatives increased information searched, decreased the quality of the consideration set, led to poor product choices, and reduced consumers' selectivity; ease of generating new or additional recommendations improved estimations of the ease of use of an RA; increased user control over interaction with the RA resulted in increased users' trust in and satisfaction; and explanations of an RA's inner logic strengthened users' trusting beliefs in the RA's competence and benevolence. The main limitation, as outlined by the authors, was the lack of results to support user behavioral intentions such as the intention to use RA in the future and the intention to purchase/accept the items recommended to them. The reviewed work was also limited to existing RA methods that were employed in existing online environments. Innovative techniques experimented in research laboratories were not included. For example, recent work on trust-inspiring interfaces, critiquing based RAs which offer compensatory decision aid, and diversity-compatible recommenders were not examined, although these results are covered in this article. In addition, while the summary from Xiao and Benbasat (2007) provided recommendations relating features of RA or RA types to users' decision outcome and their evaluations of RAs, the 28 hypotheses did not provide suggestive design guidelines Hu and Pu (2009a,b) Personality-based recommenders;
tested for movie and music Guideline 6: consider using entertaining personality quizzes as a preference elicitation method
Comparison of elicitation methods Hu and Pu (2009a) To all types Guideline 7: conduct comparative user studies to identify the optimal elicitation method balancing between accuracy and effort User contribution Beenen et al. (2004) To all types Guidelines 8 and 9: make users aware of their unique contributions, and set specific goals for users to achieve 
Tested in content-based recommenders for entertainment products
Guideline 16: achieve a proper balance between familiarity and novelty Herlocker et al. (2000) , Swearingen (2001, 2002) , Simonson (2005) , Tintarev and Masthoff (2007a,b) , Pu and Chen (2006) , Pu et al. (2009) To all types and tested for both low-risk (e.g., music, movie) and high-risk products (e.g., laptops, digital cameras)
Guideline 19: explain why the system recommends the suggested items to increase transparency and explain tradeoffs to increase persuasion Sufficiency of information Sinha and Swearingen (2002) To all types and tested for books and songs
Guideline 20: provide sufficient information related to the recommendation items on how to design and implement an effective RA. Therefore, the survey provided in this paper can be seen as a complimentary work.
Conclusion
User evaluation of recommender systems is a crucial subject of study. In this paper, we have provided a broad and in-depth review of existing research work in this area on three key interactions between the user and the system: the initial preference elicitation process, the preference refinement process, and the presentation of the system's recommendation results. We further synthesized the survey results into 20 usability and user interface design guidelines that can potentially help designers develop more effective and satisfying recommender systems. Most of the guidelines were derived based on their ability to balance the intrinsic tradeoffs between increasing user satisfaction, while taking into account their information processing effort, need to be in control, and concerns for privacy. Table 1 lists all of the surveyed works and the corresponding guidelines, as well as the types of recommenders to which these guidelines are most likely to apply. From a conceptual point of view, this paper has advanced our understanding of the critical issues in the recommender technology field, especially relating to how users perceive and evaluate recommender systems. For the first time, various pieces of existing research work, concerning concrete design and development issues of RS adoption, have been brought together and examined to answer two important research questions: how users interact with recommender systems, and how their perceived system qualities motivate them in adopting such systems.
From a practical point of view, our design guidelines could enhance the usability engineering process of recommender systems and hopefully help practitioners achieve a wider adoption of their systems. Should additional validations be desired, this survey paper also provides detailed characteristics of evaluation methods on how to conduct such experiments.
